ABOUT OUR TABLES
Our table line includes a wide variety of standard materials, shapes, sizes, and edge treatments. We offer
both indoor and outdoor commercial tables. Most of our tables are built for commercial indoor use only.
For table sizes, shapes, and materials not listed in this Price List, please contact customer service.
Our table tops and bases are sold as one unit. While tops and bases can be purchased separately, to
ensure the best quality product and ﬁt, we suggest specifying complete tables. Most cast iron bases are
shipped separately from the table tops.

WOOD TOPS
We use Maple, Ash, Cherry, Red Oak, and Walnut, for our solid wood tops. For each solid wood table, we
sand and stain very square inch by hand. We then enhance the grain with expertly applied ﬁnishes that
ensure long-lasting beauty. Solid wood tables are ﬁnished with a water-based acrylic topcoat for superior durability. All wood products are available in any of our standard
wood stains, or we can custom color match. Because wood is a natural material, color may vary slightly
from one piece to another, but every effort is made in the factory to match pieces consistently. Standard
thickness for wood tables is 1.5".

QUARTZ + STONE TOPS
All prices are for a minimum of 5 tables. For quantities less than this, please contact Sales@studiowisedesign.com All tops have an eased edge and are drilled for fastening with our bases. Quartz is not available
on all bases lines. Standard thickness is 3cm. Granite, marbel and dekton ceramic available upon request.

SOLID SURFACE TOPS
Soild surface tops are available upon request and available on all base lineS Some sizes and ﬁnishes are
not available at standard price. Please contact sales@studiowisedesign.com for pricing. Standard thinkness is 1.5”

WOOD POWDERCOAT TOPS
All prices are for a minimum of 5 tables. For quantities less than this, please contact Sales@studiowisedesign.com All tops are rated for interior and exterior use. Custom color available up request. Standard
thickness is 1”

LAMINATE TOPS
We use BIFMA-strength approved, industrial-grade, low-formaldehyde particle board for the cores of our
laminate table tops. Standard face for laminate top is .05" with a phenolic resin backer for balanced
construction. Tops can also be speciﬁed in most major manufactures collection, or certain high-performance grades for chemical resistant surfaces, ﬁre-rated surfaces, and exceptional high-wear surfaces. Co
Pricing for laminate tops is based on the Formica Basics Collection,

WOOD SLAT TOPS
All wood slat tops are interior and exterior rated and made from rott resistent wood which has natural
oils to hold up to exterior application. All tops come standard with an oiled ﬁnish, which weather to a
silver grey tone. Natural color can be maintained with annnual oiling or we can apply exterior grade
urethane for and additon charge. Top thickness is 1”

BASES
All of our table bases are made of either high-strength, structural steel or heavy-duty cast iron. Columns
on both are heavy-wall tubes made of 14-gauge steel. All frames are hard welded using state-of-the-art
machinery and a deep-penetration welding process that maximizes strength.
Bases are cleaned and primed before paint is applied via an automotive-grade powder coat system that
assures even and thorough coverage. The environmentally friendly epoxy/polyester ﬁnish is baked in to
create a beautiful, durable, color-rich surface.
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